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1 Bio

I’m Cecilia Zhang, a second year graduate student in Graphics in CS department. My
research interest is mainly in computational photography—image analysis, editing and syn-
thesis.

In my previous works I developed mostly application-driven algorithms for images, but have
not tried to improve algorithm efficiency by parallelization. From taking this class I hope
to get a thorough understanding on the foundation of parallel computing as well as state-
of-the-art parallel techniques. Also I would like to learn how ’supercomputing’ is used and
where it has been excelled at. With the learned techniques, I would like to tackle current
research problems and revisit some old ideas at a larger scale and in more complex settings.

2 Parallel Application

Parallel computation has a wide application for both 2D image and 3D mesh processing.

Figure 1: (LEFT) detected feature (SIFT features) points in a 2D image (RIGHT) triangular
mesh of a 3D bunny model
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For 2D images, there is usually a need to compute, process and understand feature patches [5]
for applications such as stereo matching, texture synthesis [2] and classification. The first
step of computing feature patches is a local operation (e.g. involve a local 8*8 pixel grid) that
usually does not depend on global information, which makes it suitable for parallelization.
Going to the next step of patch processing and comparison, multi-core platforms would also
impose great advantages in computation efficiency.

3D models in computer graphics are often represented as triangular meshes, generated from
sets of points. Mesh generation and processing is essential for 3D applications such as shape
morphing [3], simulation and animation. One fundamental algorithm for mesh generation is
Delaunay triangulation [4, 1], and its following refinement algorithm (Delaunay triangulation
refinement) aims to produce triangulated meshes satisfying certain geometric constraints, by
adding and removing triangles. High-performance GPU implementation of mesh refinement
has a great potential in accelerating graphics simulation, especially for real-time processing
on millions of triangles per second. The challenging part is that such algorithms are irregular
and unpredictable given the edges and nodes could be added and removed dynamically, and
local mesh behavior could even affect global mesh formations.
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